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DYNAMICS OF A TURBOJ’IW ENGINE CONSIDERED AS A QUASI-STATIC SYSTEM 1
By EDWAED W. Omo smd BCRT ~ TAYLOE, III

SUMMARY

.4 determination of the dynamti characteristicsof a typical
turbojetengine with a centrifugal comprewor, a sonic-$ow
turbine-nozzle diaphragm,ati$mxkrea. exhau~ nozzle is pre-
.Wrsted. A genemlked equation for the transient beharior of
the engine was dereloped; this equation wag then ueri$ed by
calculations using compressor- and furbim+performmwecharfg
titirapo[atedfrom equVibriurn operating data and by ezpen”-
metitaldata obtainedfrona an e~”ne operatedunder transients
in fuel$ow.

The results indicate that a linear di~erential eguation for
engine accelerationas a function of fuel $OW and engine speed
for operation near a- sfeady+tate operating condition can be
~l*r&en. The coeficient.s of this equation can be obtaiwd
eifher Jrom actual tra~”ent dafa or with a fair degree of ac-
cumcy from fhe steady-stafe performance maps oj the com-
pressor and turbine and can be correctedfor altitude in the
8ame manner that steady~fate performance data are corrected.

INTRODUCTION

In a turbojet engine, the mmious engine mmiablessuch as
speed and thrust respond comparatively slowly to changes in
fuel flow-much more sIowly than reciprocating-engine wri-
ables such as torque respond to changes in manifold pressure.
Any control mechanism charged with the responsibility of
keeping turbojet-engine wriables at a set value is faced
with the problem of changing the fuel flow in response to
errors in the controlled wiriable at a rate that is fast enough
to bring the variable back to the set wdue as quickIy as
possible but not so fast that excessive turbine temperatures
are encountered. The same problem is encountered when
the control is asked to change the speed or thrust from one
set -due to another. Thus, to insure the design of a suc-
cessful control the designer must have information regarding
the response rate of the particular engine variable that he is
intcrested in controlhng.

A study of the dynamic behm-ior of engine speed, made at
the NAC!A Lewis laboratory in 1948, is presented herein.

1SupersedesN-AC4.TN 2W1,“Dynnmicsof TorboJet Engine Considered as QueA-Ststic
$=tem” b Ed- W. Ottoand hi L. Twaor, m 1!?50.

This variable rather thm thrust has been studied because,
in the turbojet engine, speed is almost analogous to thrw=t,

and can be more easiIy and more accurately measured. Ob-
-rioudy, other engine wriabks may possess as many ad-
vantages for use as a thrust-control parameter. A previous
investigation at this laboratory has indicated, however, that
speed is the best parameter a~ailable because no other engine
-rariable exhibits as many adwmtages as doea speed. At
the present time speed is used almost.universally as a thrust-
control parameter in turbojet engines.

It was felt that the needs of the control desigger would be
best seined if the dynamic behatior of engine speed couId be
expressed in mathematical form and if altitude corrections to
this expression could be indicated. AIso it is desirable to
know whether or not the engine dynamics can be predicted
within reason from the steady-stat e performance charts of the
engine components. Accordingly, the study contained herein
was pursued as fo~owa: A dtierential equation relating speed
and fuel flow was deri-red by considering the thermodynamic
and flow proc~es to be quasi-static. Altitude corrections
were then applied to this equation in the same manner as
steady-state altitude corrections are applied. The coefficients –
of the terms of the diflerentid equation were obtained by
plotting accelerating torque as a function of fuel flow and
speed from ctdculations imoking the use of the steady-state
performance charts of the engine components. A typical
engine was then operated under certain transients of fuel
flow to obtain experimental data for a ~erification of both the
differential equation derived and the coefficients obtained
from steady-state component data.

AIWALYSIS

In a turbojet engine of the type under consideration, an
increase in fuel flow at constant speed causes an increase in
turbine-inlet temperature, which results in an increase in
turbine torque. The difference between the turbine torque
and the torque absorbed by the compressor then accelerates
the engine according to the fo~owing equation:

—
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acceleration, Q is the difference be-where a is the angukr
tween the instantaneous torque output of the turbine and the
instantaneous torque absorbed by the compressor, and 1 is
the polar moment of inertia of all rotating parts. Thus the
effect of a change in fuel flow on engine acceleration is pro-
portional to the effect of a change in fuel flow on the di.tlerence
between torque output of the turbine and torque absorbed by
the compressor. From a general consideration of the me-
chanics of the system, therefore, a differential equation relat-
ing speed and fuel flow can be written. This equation can
then be correlated with data from a typical engine of the type
under consideration. This procedure is demonstrated with
an engine consisting of the components shown in figure 1.

DEVELOPMENT OF C4ENEEALIZED ENGlhX EQUATION

For the equilibrium running conditions of turbojet engines,
various engine parameters may be represented by general
functional forms of the one independent variable, effective
fuel flow; that is, N==jf(WMJ, T~(Wflo), and so forth.
(All symbols are defined in appendix A.) The development
of general functional forms relating the variables during
transient conditions of operation requires some hypothesis
concerning the thermodynamic and flow processes during
these pe.riode. The hypothesis made herein is that the proc-
esses are quasi-static; that @, they act like a continuous
seriesof equilibrium states. Each point of the dynamic state
is an equilibrium condition for the flow and thermodynamic
processms. It follows that a point reached by each component
of the sWtem during the transient corresponds to some equi-
librium point for that component. Furthermore, the point
encountered by the complcto engine.,being a sum of the com-
ponents, is also some equilibrium point for the complete
engine.

Without altering the turbojet-engine geometry, equi-
librium operating points other than the equilibrium operating
conditions can be obtained only by applying an outside

load to the engine. The action of au externrd load crcatcs
an additional independent vmiable for the dynamic sttitc.
This action may be expressed in terms of some engine
variable, which allows this variable to be considered as thr
additional independent variable. For transient conditiom
of operation, various dependent wwiabh>s of the engine
may therefore be considered as functiona of th effM in’
fuel flow and snother engine variable.

Because this analysis is concerned -with the trtmsicnt
behavior of engiue speed, this variable w-as chosen as the
additional independent, variable for the rbnamic sldo.
Unbalanced tor~ue was chosen as the clr~et~dentvariahh’
because of its reIation to engine speed.
tional relation is therefore:

The assumed fmw-

Q=.IWJ%)M

This function may be expanded about
follows:

(1)

ml initial poinl i as

(2)

When the deviation from the point i is suJ3ic.ientlysmall, the
terms containing products of higher derivatives and products
or powers of small numbers become negligible and only the
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first three terms of equation (2) are of aif@cant ~alue.
Furthermore, if the point i is a steady-state point o, the
initial value of accelerating torque Qi is zero.

When the deviations from the steady state are denoted
by A, the significant terms of equation (2) can be mitten as

(3)

The accelerating torque can also be e~ressed as a function
of engine acceleration as

I d(h’–h’.)
Q= d~ —

=14Y (4)

Substitution of equation (4) in equation (3) and rearrange-
ment give

Equation (5) represents the deymun.icbehwior of engine speed
in that it gives engine acceleration as a function of fuel flow
and speed.

A graphical representation of equation (5) for given
altitude and ram conditions is shown in figure 2 (a). The
Q=O line is the steady-state operating Iine. The slope of

any constant-speed line of figure 2(a) at Q=0 is[W%].
and the slope of any constant-fuel-flow line of figure 2 (a) at

aQ
()

Q=o is ~ ~. Equation (5) can therefore be rem-itten as

(6)

where a, is the numerical mhe of the slope of the torque-

fuel-flow curres at constant speed and b. is the numerical
-due of the slope of the torque-speed curves at constant.
fuel flow.

Equation (6) holds only for constant altitude and ram
conditions. Because speed, fuel-flow, and torque can all
be corrected for altitude, however, equation (6) can be
generalized to be true for all altitude conditions. By
applying the standard corrections to the speed, fuel-flow,
and torque terms in equation (3), this equation can be
rewritten in terms of corrected quantities:

(7)

Equation (4) may be written as follows after both sides of the
equfition are divided by & and ~’z and terms are collected:

(s]

When equation (S) is substituted in equation (7) the fo~owing
equation results:

(9)

(a) Em@ varfables uncorrectwl.

—

...

--

—

—

FmcEE Z.-OrapMcsl representation of engine differential equation for condition of constnnt partfak
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By designating all the corrected quantities with a subscript
c and by substituting the corrected curve slopes (fig. 2 (b))
for the partiah, equation (9) maybe written as

I@, d(AiVJ
— —=ao,6A(Wf qb),—b.,.ti~

& dt
(lo)

Equation (10) represents the dynamic behavior of the
engine in terms of corrected engine variables at constant ram.

b examination of equation (10) reveals several pertinent
facts concerning the behavior of engine acceleration under
altitude conditions. Finst, the coefficients a.,. and be,,
are corrected quantities, which are nearly independent of
altitude although they do depend on ram. Second, the
burner efficiency aflects the dynamic behavior of the engine.
Burner efficiency may have a considerable @ect on engine
acceleration because the efficiency may change substantially
under transients in fuel flow. Last, equation (10) indicatea
that the effective moment of inertia 1~/8z increaseswith
increasing altitude. Thus the permissible termperature-
%ited accelemtion is reduced with increasing altitude.

Equation (1O)may be rearranged into the usual form for a
differential equation describing a simple first-order lag sys-
tem:

Id d@vc) +A~,=~A(wfm),
~, -r (11)

o, c

With the equation written in this form, the coefficient of
the derivative term is the time constant r for the system.
Equation (11) shows that the eHect of increased altitude is
to increase the engine time constant above its sea-level value
by the factor &/&

EVALUATION OF ENGI_NE CONSTANTS FBOM STEADY-STATE
CHAEAOTEEUSTICS

In order to evaluate the slopes ao and ba,calculations were
made for a typical turbojet engine with a centrifugal com-
pressor, a sonic-flow- turbine-nozzle diaphragm, and a fixed-

area exhaust nozzle by uso of the compressor-performance
charts and the thermodynamic relations in the engine. The
method of making these calculations is prwented in fip-
pendix B and is briefly outlined as follows: At constant
ambient conditions, the compressor torquo and the turbine
torque were determined for a number of combintitiom of the
parameters, turbine-inlet tempe.raturo and engine spccd-
paramete~ that are common to both tkw compressor and
the turbine in a direct-coupled engine. The calculationa
were made by assuming constant compressor slip ftictor,
burner efficiency, fuel-air ratio, burner pressureratio, turbine
efficicmcy, nozzle efficiency, and percentage acccssoly and
gear loss. The difference in torque between the compressor
and the turbine at any speed was considered an accelerating
torque, and the parameter turbine-idet twnpcraturc was
expressed in terms of fuel flow. From the data, acceler-
ationcould be plotted in terms of engine speed and fuel flow
for a set of constant ambient conditions. Bccausc alI the
engine parametem may be corrected for altitude, the calcu-
lations were carried through in terms of correctcd quantitic%.

The results of these calculations for two ram conditions
corresponding to O and 340 miIes per hour tit sea level arc
shown in figure 3. The curves of the lcftJ~ancl plot tire
essentially straight lines with variable spacing thrit croas-
plot to the curved lines shown on the right-hand side. Tho
curves of the left-hand side are nearly straight Iincs because
of the constant efficiencies assumed in the calculations. If
variable efficiencies are assumed, the shape of the curves will
be changed depending on the variation of efficiencies fis-
sumed.

For the constant efficienciesassumed, the s~opeae is mmrly
constant over the power range and for large deviations from
the steady-state region. The s~ope b,, however, changes
substantialityover the power range and for large deviations
from the steady-state region. This change in L indicaies
that some of the terms dropped from the expansion (equa-
tion (1)) may have signi6cant value, especially for large
deviations from the steady-state line.
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Because the product of the moment of inertia and the extent on the operatin.gpoint of the engine, which is roughly
reciprocal of 60is the engine time constant, iigure 3 indicates defied by the engine speed and altitude. The effect of ram
that the engine time constant depends to a considerable on both a. snd b. is mther small.
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EVALUATION OF ENGINE CONSTANTS FROM TRANSIENT DATA

In order to detcmnine the vaIidity of the preceding analy-
sis, an engine of the type for which the calculations were
made was operated under conditions in which the fuel flow
was rapidly changed through a series of magnitudes in order
to obtain as large a region as possible of nonequilibrium
operation. In attempting to impose operation of this nature
on the engine, it was necessary to include components in the
fuel system by means of which the fuel flow could be rapidly
changed from one value to another. The system used con-
sisted of two fuel lines from the pump to the fuel manifold
arranged in parallel. The regular engine throttle was in-
stalIed in one line and another engine throttle in series with
a solenoid valve was installed in the other line. With the
solenoid valve closed, the regular engine throttle was adjusted
to give a selected lower engine speed, With the solenoid
valve open, the audiary throttle was adjusted to give a
selected higher engine speed. The fuel flows for any two
steady-state engine speeds could thus be established and
nonequilibrium conditions were obtained by opening or clos-
ing the solenoid valve.

Fuel flow was measured by mesmsof a thin-plate orifice in
the main fuel line with a differential-pressuregage to measure
the pressure drop across the orifice. Engine speed was
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FIGUBE4.—TYPk2l tlmedomefn curves offuel Sow end engine speed for engfne tranefent
e.xperhnmts.

measured by a standarcl electric tachometer indicating
revolutions per minute and time was measured by a clock
reading in thousandths of u minute. The data were rccordcd
simultaneously by a motion-picture camera at the rate of
12 frames per second. A preliminary investigation of the
response rate of the fuel-flow and speed-measuring instru-
mentation showed that it was capable of folIowing much
more rapid rates of change thtin those encoun tcrctl during
the engine runs.

TypicaI examples of the imposed trimsients of fuul flow
for accelerations and decelerations together with the resulting
speed-time curves are shown in figure 4. The cxpcrimcntal
data are shown in figure 5 in the same form as the calculat(?d
data in iigure 3 except that, for the experimentaldatti, the ac-
tuaIfuel flowisused insteadof theeffective fuclflow. ‘Mu h’ft-
hand side of figure 5 was obtained from the data as follows:
At a given speecl, the acceleration and the fuel flow corre-
sponding to the same instant in time were rneasurcd. This
procedure was repeated for a number of transimt runs
resulting from various magnitudes of fuel-flow changu. The
right half of figure 5 was obtained by cross-plot@ the ftiired
curves of the left-hand side. The grouping of the datti
points from several runs indicaks that a unique relation
exists among torque, fuel flow, ancl speed, rcgarclkss of the
manner in which the point is reached.

Near tho steady-state region, tho experirnenhd dntu follow
the results of the analysis and the calculations in that. the
slope a,,, is virtually constant over the power rtmgc and the
sIope b.,. varies substantially over the power range as indi-
cated in figure 5. For accelerations in excess of about +5
percent of rated speed per second, tho engino begins to
exhibit large deviations from the calculated curves.

EFFECT OF ENGINE CONSTANTS ON CONTROLLED EN GI14E

In matching controls to engines, the clamping ratio is onc
of the criterions used to evaluate the degree of matching.
Both engine coefficients and controI coefficients appear in
this damping term. For example, if it is assumed thut IL
control operating on speed error to vury fuel flow according
to the following equation

J dUV,–N)
Wr= fl(N,-N)dt+e(N, -N)+u —d~

is appli~d to the engine described by equation (11),the coxn-
bined equation for the system becomes

L3@2Nc=13N*+eN8’+uN:’

where the primes signify clerivatives with respect to time,
The damping ratio for this expression is

(12)

Thus if it is desired to maintain a constant vahm of the dmnp-
kg tefi-, such as critical damping, it is evident from ml
examination of equation (12) that if an engine cocflkicnt
varies, some control coefficient must be varied in surh a
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manner that the cIamping ratio remains substantif.tlIy
constant. Figures 6 and 7 are plots of aa,. and be,., respec-
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A plot of the corrected engine time constant as a function
of engine speed is shown in figure 8. The time constant for
this engine varies through a 4 to 1 range over the power
range of the engine.

DISCUSSION

In general, the correlation between the calculated results
ancl the experhnentd resuhs is considered good and XVOUICI
be bettor if an approximation of burner efficiency were in-
cluded in the calculations. This correlation indicates that
for an engine of the type investigated, operating near the
steady-state region, a good approximation of the dynamic
characteristics can be made as soon as the component
characteristiea are available. Thus an engine may be
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designed, at least to a certain extent, to have good transient
characteristics as well as good steady-state performance
characteristics or at least a compromise may be renched
between transient and steady-state performance if the two
conflict in certain configurations.

Although the correlation in the steady-state regions is good,
the correlation in the region of large accelerations can be
regarded as only fair and in the region of large decelerations
as poor. A possible explanation for the poorer correlation
in the accelerating region is that the engine is approaching
the acceleration blow-out region in the burners, which is a
region of apparently 10w burner eftlciencies. Temperature
data taken during the experiments indicated that when
excessive amounts of fuel were suddenly added combustion
occurred through the turbine and the tail cone, which would
result in low burner efficiencies during these periods.

The large deviations between calculated and observed
values of decderation seem to have no obvious explanation.
The very large decelerations observed would indicate that
very large reductions in torque output of the turbine oc-
curred. These reductions can be only partly accounted for
by the normal steady-state effect of a reduction in tempera-
ture on turbine torque. The reduction in temperature that
did occur may possibly have caused a rotation of the

turbine+ntrance-velocity vector relative to the Made to rLcon-
dition of negative angle of atttic.k. Such a condition corre-
sponds to a high value of turbine-velocity ratio for which
the turbine e.fiicicmcy is rapidly falling. TIM existwwc
of a negative angIe of attack together with the incrmsed
air flow and consequently increased compressor torque tbti1
results from a reduction in temperature at constant sped
could conceivably cause large decelcrnt-ing torques. The
existence of a negative angle of attack would also cxpltiin
the position of the sharp breaks in the curves of figure 5,
because at low speeds the steacly-sttite angle of titttick
is greater than at high speecls, which are near tlw design
condition; therefore a greater reduction in tempvrahwr fit
constant speed is necessary to cause negative angles of
attack and a consequent sharp chrmge in curve slope. T1lv
preceding discussion would seem to indimlc a passibh’
exphmation for the sharp c.hangc of S1OKWfor clcccleration “
points but doea not explain the vertical purte of the curves,
which indicate that various decelerations occur with the
same turbine-inlet temperature, A checlk of the dah,
however, indicated that along the vertical part of a constunt- “
speed line of figure 5 the deceleration value was consistcnt
with the rate of change of fuel flow; that,is, the deceleration
value hicreased with incre@ng rates of change of fuel ““
flow. Thus, if the burner efficiency reduced as a functioii
of the rate of change of fuel flow “so that the tempcwaturr
was reduced, the vertical lines of figure 5 seem logical.

CONCLUSIONS

The foIlowing conclusions arc drawn from an analysis of
the dynamic behavior of, and from transient data obtained
from, a typical turbojet engine with a centrifugal compressor,
a sonic-flow turbine-nozzle diaphragm, and a fixed-area
exhaust nozzhx

1, Accelerating torque is a function of fuel flow and
engine speed. A linear differential cquatlon approximately
represents the transient behavior of the cnginu spew{ for
accelerations less than approximately 5 percent of rated
speed per second.

2. The transient equation of the engine may be obtained
from the steady-state performance of the engine componcrds
to a degree of accuracy that will permit tho predici ion of
the engine transient characteristics as soon as the componm t
characteristics are available.

3. A transient equation for engine speed may be derived
including the effects of aItitude by the usc of corrected engine
variables in the derivation.

4. The manner in which the control constants should be
varied to compensate for the changes in engine character-
istics with altitude and with engine speed may be predicted
from an analysis of the combined engine and control cqu~iion.

LEWIS FLIGHTPROPULSIONLABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, Juiy 27,1949.
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APPENDIX
SYMBOLS

following symbols have been used throughout this Gh
T

exhaust-nozde area, sq ft
partial of torque -&th respect to either effeetire or

actual fuel flow at constant engine speed

partkd of torque with respect to engine speed at cort-
stant values of either actual or effecti~e fuel flow

aQ()m

B

-t’
.

average specific herd for gas passing through com- ~b
presser (assumed at 0.243 Btu/ (lb) (“F)) VT

average specific heat for gas passing thro~mhturbine ‘~
(assumed at 0.276 Btul (lb) (“F)) u

Iower heating -due of fu”el~18,4w” Btu~lb Ie

torque output of turbine, lb-ft
totaI temperature, “R
time, sec
air flow, lblsec
fuedftO~, lb~h.r
total gas flow, lb/sec
acceleration of engine speed, rpmjsec

lb/hr :coefficient of intea~l control component,
(rpm) (see) -

ratio of specific heat9

enthalpy, Btu/lb 01 Subscripts:
polar moment of inertia.of rotating parts, 5.42!7 # ~

aItitude ~ressure ratio, P2/14.i
lb/hr ““coefficient of proportional control component, —
rpm

burner efficiency, percent
turbine eficiency (assumed at 83 percent), percent “
altitude temperature ratio, Tz/51S.6

flbh) sm _coefficient of derivative oontrol component,
l-pm

engine time constant, ssc

(lb-ft) (see) (rnin) (rad) /re-rolution
\--- , ~

engine speed, rpm
set mlue of engine speed, rpm
total pressure, lb/sq ft
static pressure, lb)aq ft
accelerating torque, lb-ft
torque required by compressor, lb-ft.

o
0
2
3
4
5

corrected
any engine operat~c point
any steady-state operating point
ambient
compremr inlet
compressor outlet
turbine inlet.
turbine outlet

APPENDIX B
ENGINE-TRANSIENT-CHARACTERISTIC CALCULA’ITONS

In szeneral,the method used to calculate the characteristics
of an engine operating under transient conditions involves
determiningg the difference between compressor torque and
turbine torque for assumed dues of engine speed, turbine-
inlet temperature, ambient conditions, and run pressure
ratio. Fi=m 9 is a chart of typical compressor character-
istics obtained from unpublished data. For assumed wdues
of ram pressure ratio, ambient conditions, engine speed, and
turbiie-kdet temperature, corresponding dues of com-
pressor pressure ratio and corrected air flow may be deter-
mined. The torque required by the compressor for the
assumed conditions may then be calculated from the follovr-
ing oquatiom:

y2

()

3=1+ O.5O79X1O-8 >
T,

Qc=c,,c (G- T2) “(;:~(60)

(III)

Equation @l) is developcd for an assumed slip factor of
213s37-3-18

0.925 and a compressor rotor diameter of 2.5 feet. The
definitions of the symbok used are given m appendix A.

The equation for the torque output of the turbine is
shnikr to equation (B2) in that it in~olves the temperature
drop through the turbine, the gas flow, end the speed. The
speed and the gas flow are known from the assumed condi-
tions and the resulting compressor point. The temperature
drop through the turbine, however, must be determine~ for
the operating point. In the absence of a complete turbine-
performtmce map, general thermodynamic rdations defining
typical turbine operation must be utilized. A rehdion be-
tvieen turbine pressure ratio PJP5 and turbine tempera@re
ratio ~/T~5 is determined by assuming a constant turbine
efficiency as expressed by the follotig equation:

@3)
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FIGCRE10.–Relat1on between turbine totd-pmesum ratio and total-tempemtme ratio at
comtant turblna ei%?fencyof 0.S3.

For this analysis q~ was assumed at 83 percent, and -iLwas
assumed at 1.33. The resulting relation between ~~b
and PJPh is plotted in figure 10.

Because critical flow exists in the turbine nozzles over the

power range, the corrected gas flow through the turbim’
nozzles will have a constant value. For this engine, unpul]-
lished chtta have indicated that the corrected gas flow will
have a value expressed by the following equation:

d(%xi%)=,,,,;,.,. ;;.,
(+)(:’)“

This equation may be expanded as follows:

For an effective exhaust-nozzle area of 1.87 square fret and
with 74 awuncd constant at 1.33, the prccwling cq~intiou
becomes

P4
W*&, 21”75 F,__=—
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FU;CEE 11.–Vanatfon of exfmmt-noszle pressure ratb with gas flow w rmit exham~-noszle
- eomeeted to total pm%ure and temperature In the exhenst nozzle rekke te X-ACA
stsnchrd atmospheric condkbns at sea IemL (Obta!ned from tmpuMi&ed data)
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FIGCEElZ.—RefatIon d exhaust-mzzle pregquQ ratio and turbine tOtd—P~ and wrn-
~ture-mcfo pscameters for exbaIM-mmzIeweaof lXi squae feet.

From equation (B5) and figure 11, which is pIotted from
unpublished data, values can be obtained for a plot of Ps/pO
as a function of (P4/P5)/1~5 for an exhaust-nozzle mea
of 1.87 square feet. This r&ion is show-n in figure 12.
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FtGmiE 13.—Refatfon between ertgfnepessnre tiO and turb~ mtio for esbaust-
nozzle area of M7 swmre feet.

F~es 10and 12can then be used to obtain P~po as a func-
tion of P~PB. This rdation is shown in fiegure 13.

The turbine torque for each condition for which compressor .:
torque was computed can now be found. In this analysis,
it -was assumed that P4/P3 was constant at 0.95, which .,
determines PA for each compressor point, and that ~JW~
was constant at 1.015, which determines Wgfor each compres-
sor point. ~lth the use of the value of P, obtained by
applying one of these assumed relations to the value of Ps -
obtained from the compressor-torque cahmlations, ~’~
can now be obtained through the use of @res 13 and 10,
successively-. The turbine torque corresponding to the
assumed conditions of ram pressure ratio, ambient con-
ditions, engine speed, and t.urbine-idet temperature can then
be computed from the following equation:

(B6)

The accelerating torque can then be calculated from the
folio-iring equation in which 1 percent of the turbine torque.
or power was assumed Iost to the accessories amd to gear _
and bearing friction:

Q=O.99 Q,– Qc=Ia 037) -

A plot of angdar ~cceleration as a function of engine speed,
turbine-inlet temperature, and effective fuel flow ~“~a for
ram conditions corresponding to an airplane velocity of O
and 340 rides per hour at sea level, corrected to NACA
standmd sea-level conditions is shorn in @we 14. The
effective fuel flows were obtained by m“e of the foIIovring
equation, which assumes no time lag between temperature
and fuel flow: .-
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The values of h~and & corresponding to the assumed tem- was obtained by pIotting the constrmt-apecd lines of figure
pemture TAand the temperature Ts calculated from equation 14 and then cross-plotting to obtain the constant-fuel-flow
@l) can be foun~~rom a table of enthalpies. Figure 3 Curves.
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